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OLD TABBY

AT SHUBENACADIE

(Lands

& Forests

Photo)

The Provincial Wildlife Park
. . . a wildlife magnet
It might be said that the Wildlife Park got
its start in 1949. At that time, eight Chinese
ring-necked pheasants were obtained as part of
. the Department's exhibit at .the .Central Exhibition. Five of these were libet~ted,\vhile one cock
and two hen birds were taken to Shubenacadie,
where they were overwintered in a pen on the side
hilf alongside the highway. Eggs collected from
these two hens were set under domestic hens and'
in 1950 one hundred pheasants were raised to
adults. That same spring, three fawn deer
brought in as orphans were yarded in a compound
where the pheasant pens were located. Such a
modest exhibit attracted considerable attention
and many travellers stopped to watch these three
fawns and the pheasants.
By 1951 a pheasant farm was developing, and
it seemed more fawn deer were left "homeless"
that year, because twenty-one were brought to
the site. Other forms of wildlife were received
also, including two bear cubs, a pair of mature

by
Lloyd S. Hawboldt
Department

of Lands and Forests

Just north of Shubenacadie and a short distance off the main' highway is a display of wildlife which has become one of the outstanding
points of interest in the Province. The Provincial
Wildlife Park, operated by the Nova Scotia Department of Lands and Forests, developed to its
present status largely through the interest and
efforts of Mr. Eldon Pace, superintendent of the
Park, and his assistants.
The purpose of the Park is, of course, educational. Many children and adults never have the
opportunity of seeing these animals in the natural
", . state. Indeed some of those who do have the
-opportunity to spend much time in the woodlands
may never have seen a bear, or an otter, or others
which may be seen and studied at close quarters
in the Park.
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Provincial Wildlife Park
Continued from page 8

wildcats, two fox pups, nineteen
young raccoons, a pair of young
skunks (which had to be demilitarized) and a pair of beaver. On Sundays of the summer of 1951, mothers
and fathers brought the children from
far and' near to see the animals at
Shubenacadie.
By this time the idea of a wildlife
park was beginning to materialize.
But the "side hill" site was inadequate, as were the facilities. It was
quite impossible under the circumstances to retain all these animals.
The beaver had to be liberated.
Twelve deer were sent to Prince Edward Island in response to a request
from that province. The "cute" little
bear cubs became big, dangerous, unmanageable yearlings and had to be
disposed of in early 1952. For a few
hours it appeared that the skunks
were not cooperating in the housing
problem, having produced a litter of
thirteen, which is understood to be
somewhat of a record. Because of
the conditions, the female killed all
thirteen the day after they were
born.
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It was not until 1953 that the present Park area was acquired. This was
rough woodland of mixed tree growth
and a great deal of cleaning up was
necessary. Roads were built, the area
was fenced and pens' made. Land
around a brook was excavated and a
dam was constructed to develop a
pond for beaver and otter. A swamp
was cleaned out to provide another
pond for ducks and geese.
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The WildJife Park now consists of
twenty-eight acres. As much as possible the natural setting has been retained. Housing for the animals has
been established among the spruce,
, fir, pine, larch, hemlock, birch, m~ple
and other plant species occurring
naturally. Approximately nine acres
are fenced off as a deer yard, with a
small corner for the fawns. An ornamental and game bird farm of
about two acres has been established
at one' side of the Park proper. Another section of undetermined size is
presently being developed for a
moose yard. About eight acres to-

ward the back are undeveloped, while
the remainder contains the ponds and
housing for the wildlife on display, '
The animals were moved to their
new surroundings in the fall of 1953.
The population' is - a' fluctuating one,
but. presently there are seven deer,
twelve fawns (five of which were
born there this spring), one bear, two
wildcats, two skunks, four foxes (one
pair has two pups), four raccoons,
two squirrels, one otter, two beaver,
three porcupine, one ~round-hog, and
a: pen of ever-changing numbers of
domestic rabbits. Among the bird
life are Canada geese, lesser and
greater snow geese, wood ducks, mallards and black ducks. In addition
there are a number of imported ornamental and game birds, ;induding
the black-shouldered peafowl, the
blue-winged peafowl and chukar partridge, as well as a group of pheasants consisting of golden, silver, Lady
Amherst, Cheer, Reeves', Chinese
ring-necked and Swinhoe.
As one approaches the gates of the
Park, the deer yard is situated to the
right. Among the deer are "Foss",
the larger of the two bucks; "Buckie",
"Irbie", and "Snowball", the partial
albino doe. "Foss" and "Irbie", now
five years old, have been at Shubenacadie since they were fawns. At the
age of one year they both escaped
one day in May. "Foss" was found
shortly after in a farmhouse kitchen
near by, quietly helping himself to a
pie from the table. "Irbie" was captured also, but not until July, "poor as
a crow". Both have been contented
to stay since then. "Irbie" has produced 4 pairs of twins since 1953,
It is of interest to note that her first
set of twins bred when they were only
one-half year old. One had twin doe
fawns, the other had a single fawn.
"Buckie" is now four years old.
When a year and a half old he questioned the leadership of "Foss" in the
herd. A brief battle followed and a
similar one has occurred each fall
since. These have not been serious
matches. "Foss" very quickly shows
who is who. "Snowba-ll" was received
late in 1953, a victim af the hunt-
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ing season. She had been shot ':~~;':'-:':
'
one eye with a ,22 rifle. By the fol:2·-,
lowing May she had been nursed back. >to health and now makes an unusual ..
addition to the yard.
Proceeding down the road, the rab-'
bits are seen to the right. At inter-',
vals signs are posted concerning the
teasing of animals. Although seemingly tame enough, these are wild
animals. Such warnings are for: per- '
sonal protection as well as to keep
the animals in a contented state.,
Some are physically equipped and
mentally capable of removing a too
inquisitive finger. There has' been
only one accident since the Park
opened, and that came from a most
unexpected source. One child lost a ,
piece of finger to a rabbit.
Next along the road is a cage containing a great horned owL Until
the past spring two of these owls had
been together for more than a year.
Around the middle of May for some
unknown reason they fought one
night and one was killed. The neighboring pen houses three porcupines
and alongside is one containing a pair
of skunks. At this point the road
forks. Along the right-hand branch
is a pair of red foxes with their two
pups.
Continuing along the road, one
comes to a cage of raccoons around
the bend. Always busy at something,
they furnish considerable amusement
with their antics. Raccoons are especially adept with their fore-feet and
will reach for and take anything
within grasp. The black mask across
their eyes would seem to be a mark
of character, because not infrequently
have they been guilty of picking.
pockets which have come within
range. On one such occasion a gentleman who had been watching these
animals at play turned and remarked
to his companion, "They should
charge admission." With this one-raecoon put his paw into the man's
pocket and withdrew a twenty-dollar,
note, which had to be retrieved by, an
attendant.'
;-},;:.,
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Next in view are ,the pens -or:~the'
ornamental and game birds. One is
immediately presented with the beautiful plumage of the peacock ,af'the
near corner. Down over a, klioll,
bearing a sign, "To the Beaver Pond",
there is a cage of unusual companions"
an eagle and two ravens. This' eagl"e-,.·
which is immature, will develop:1l:,
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white head, the source of its namebald eagle. At the bottom of this little hill is the beaver and otter pond.
The beaver usually remain in their
house during the mid-day. Toward
the latter part of the afternoon and
in the evening they may be seen
swimming around and feeding on the
poplar provided. Although shy, the
otter. may be seen swimming around
at almost any time, and one cannot
help but be impressed with the Iitheness of this animal in the water. Any
who have seen certain wildlife motion
pictures will appreciate how agile and
swift the otter is in water. Several
years ago an injured otter was
brought to the Park. He became
very tame and friendly and would
follow along behind the attendants
like a dog. Occasionally he would
like to be carried. Such a long, sinuous animal is an awkward armful.
During the winter there were several
favourite spots along the trails which
he had singled out for sliding. Upon
approaching one of these while being
carried, the otter would wriggle frantically to get down, which was permitted promptly, as anyone who has
tried to hold such activity well knows.
Then he would undulate off to the
slide and toboggan to the bottom.

WILDLIFE

PARK
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At this point the road branches to
the right to the location of the bird
farm, as well as to the sick animal
hospital and the feed houses. Along
the left branch of the road are the
two wildcats. "Old Tabby" -has been
at the Park since the summer of
1952. Despite her friendly-sounding
name, she has a mean disposition.
"Smokey" arrived in 1955 as a kitten.
Because of a form of distemper which
has taken several cats at the Park, he
was kept apart and inoculated. During this period he received a great
deal of attention and became very
friendly. He still is "playful as a kitten", although his natural weapons
are to be respected, even in play.
When "Smokey" was
eventually
placed with "Old Tabby" it was expected he would become nasty. Instead she has become more docile in
the company of her young mate. The
last cage along the road contains a
ground-hog or wood-chuck.

Retracing steps back over the knoll,
Some expansion is planned for the
one sees to the right the pond for
Wildlife Park. Soon a fisher will be
geese and ducks. A recent addition
are the four snow geese. Looking added to the display, as well as a
marten with her three kits, a weasel
closely, one may see a school of large
and a mink. These are presently begoldfish, some of which were presenting initiated to the presence of
ed by the Halifax Public Gardens.
humans. There has always been difEarlier a Canada goose nested on the
island. An attending gander consti- . ficulty in raising calf moose, but it is
tuted a formidable defender of his hoped that a young bull obtained renesting mate. The weight of one of cently will be ready for the Park in
these birds and his powerful wings October or November.
were experienced by at least one of
Actually the Park was never officthe Park attendants-and
with over- ially opened. When the move was
powering results.
made to the present site, an opening
was more or less enforced, before
On leaving the pond and returning
construction work was finished, by
to the road, the first cage on the right
is of considerable interest to the chil- people continually appearing to see
dren. It contains two squirrels ex- the animals. It was decided that
hibiting great speed : and agility on further restraint was out of the questheir tread-wheel. One is a cross be- tion, so on July I, 1954, the gates
were opened. Since then thousands
tween the black and the grey squirrel,
while the other is a pure black. of people have visited the area. It is
Neither of these occurs naturally in estimated that about 225,000 visitors
went through the gates last year, the
Nova Scotia, where we have only the
greatest attendance for anyone day
red squirrel.
being about 12,000. Indications to
Next to the squirrels is another
date are that the interest is not only
pen of red foxes. Across the road is being maintained, but increased, and
a black bear which was obtained in comments volunteered - by visitors
the fall of 1954. She is now two suggest that the Provincial Wildlife
years old, and, despite her playful
Park is serving a good and useful
appearance, at times she is very cross. purpose.
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Caught in a trap, she was sent to the
Park with a badly damaged paw,
which has healed completely. Except
for a slight twisting motion in walking, the paw is every bit as formidable as the other fore-paw.
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